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ABSTRACT
The internet plays a huge role in day to day life of people. URL Phishing is done by hackers who aim to obtain information from the internet user by making the url seem like, it is from a trustworthy organization. It is necessary to be aware of such phishing attack that takes place online in order to safeguard sensitive information from being stolen. This paper focuses on detecting URL phishing. URL features are extracted from the url that is to be tested using various NLP (Natural Language Processing) techniques such as tokenizing, finding popularity, checking the presence of IP (Internet Protocol) address, etc. This system uses machine learning algorithm (Support Vector Machine) which can be used for classification challenges. SVM (Support Vector Machine) is used to identify the phishing or safe status of the given URL. A dataset containing url features is used to train the SVM algorithm to do so. SVM is the best algorithm in classification (based on the features of given data) which gives reliable results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the rapid increase of internet users the attackers focus on new technology such as url phishing instead of bank/shop robbery. Victims who use the false website are made to disclose personal information like account IDs, usernames, passwords, etc. Criminals demand and receive money through online banking, online payment systems—commerce (electronic commerce) websites and m-commerce (mobile commerce) applications. However, detection of phishing attack is much more complex so we have to go for computerized detection system like machine learning approach.

Attacker create and use websites that seem like original websites in order to get the personal information of the user without their knowledge and the attackers can view, update or change any information from the user's account.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In the literature there are three main ways for handling phishing. One of the approaches to encounter phishing is to blacklist, that contains known phishing websites acquired by techniques such as user votes, those blacklists are included as plug-in code in search engines in order to check whether the url is present in the blacklist in order to find if the url is phished and it prevents the user whenever he attempts a connection to one of these malicious websites. Some examples are internet explorer phishing filter [1], google safe browsing for Firefox [2]. This approach has an issue since it offers no protection against the new phishing websites that are not included in the blacklist and the processing of the blacklist is slow and consumes a lot of time.

Researchers have started using artificial intelligence and data mining to detect the phishing websites. This is the path that gives reliable results far more and wherein this project work falls. Researches such as CANTINA [3], the work of Xiang et al detects url phishing based on features and query results through search engines in addition to some elements of HTML (hypertext markup language) pages and it has a recognition rate of 92%. Moreover Fu et al. [4] has proposed a detection system based on the visual similarity of web pages calculated by earth mover’s distance. [5] Hybrid system that used the image is PSO-SVM (particle swarm optimization support vector machine) to achieve a recognition rate of 99%. This system uses the two different DNS (domain name system) server and compares them, but an attacker can tamper with the results of the two DNS servers using a man in the middle attack and which ruins the recognition of the system. Thomas et al. [6] developed a real-time spam and phishing detection system, their system uses several criteria such as the characteristics of the URL, the number of redirects, web pages HTML elements and JavaScript, geolocation data, and DNS (domain name system) data and this technique will be impossible if the attacker blocks the IP (internet protocol) of their crawler from collecting the needed data. The work of Jeeva et al. [7] uses a white list called repository to check if the URL exists in the repository. If it is not present then, it is recognized using association rule mining algorithm. Finally, the research of Ramesh et al. [8] which reached an impressive recognition rate of 99.62% use suspicious web page keywords as an input to a search engine to get links, and then compare them with the links within the suspicious web page to keep only the existing links as an input to TID algorithm (target identification algorithm) and finally a DNS lookup is performed to check the domain name of the website with and checks if it lies in the weak link which makes it prone to the man in the middle attack.

The other solutions proposed to address phishing issue in the works do not identify legitimate and phishing websites. Instead, they aim to consolidate user authentication in order to overcome this problem. The study by Huáng et al. [9] proposes to replace the use of a permanent password by a (one-time password) that should be provided to the user by a third party under a message form. It completely depends on the third party which serves as a threat to security.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

NLP (natural language processing) is a route for computers to investigate, comprehend, and get importance from human language in a shrewd and helpful way. NLP techniques are applied to parse each sentence and identify the semantic roles of important words in the sentence in relation to the predicate. The proposed system uses URL features to perform the recognition. The features are URL length, largest token, largest path, domain token count, number of dots, number of tokens, average token length, presence of IP address, etc. Various NLP (Natural Language Processing) techniques such as tokenizing,
finding popularity, checking ip address ,etc. help in extracting the features. The SVM (support vector machine) algorithm is trained with the features extracted using NLP techniques and it classifies the safe and phished URL. Support vector machine is implemented with the help of Scikit-learn python library and it helps in classifying the url by finding a hyperplane that divides the two categories.

IV. WORKING METHODOLOGY

The process is divided into training and testing. The training data contains a list of URLs in form of csv file with a value at end (either zero or one) to denote either it is malware or benign. Dataset containing features like URL length, largest token, largest path, domain token count, number of dots, number of tokens, average token length, presence of IP address etc is obtained by extracting these features using NLP techniques on csv file. The url that is to be tested is preprocessed and features are extracted similar to that of the training data. Both the training and testing data features are given as input to the SVM algorithm is used to train the SVM model which performs classification.

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminative classifier that creates a separating hyperplane. In different words, given labeled work information (supervised learning), the rule outputs the best hyperplane that categorizes new data based on trained patterns. Hyperplane might be a line dividing a plane in a pair of elements wherein each class lay in either facet.

SVM has several kernels to perform classification. Linear Kernel is used for classification in the proposed system because it involves classification between two categories of urls.

The training data set is used by svm model to learn and classify other data based on the knowledge acquired from training data patterns. When there is an instance of an SVM classifier, a training dataset and a test dataset, the model is ready to be trained using the fit() function in SVC(support vector classification) class present in SVM library contained in Skicit-Learn.

```python
>>> svmClassifier.fit(x_train, y_train)
```

The function creates a working model to detect whether a url is safe or phished based on the features extracted from the train data and test url.

Packages to be imported from the python library:

Pandas , Trainer, Tkinter, tkMessageBox, urllib2, re, Pygeoip, minidom matplotlib, numpy

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The above image shows the result of test url preprocessing, features extraction of the test url entered in the text box and the pop up window displays if the url is malware or safe.

VI. CONCLUSION

In modern internet world, security of private information is nightmare to every person. There are so many illegal ways to steal internet user’s information. One such threats is phishing. Phishing attacks are one of the most common and least defended security threats. It can be very dangerous and can cause a huge amount of loss. In some cases, the phisher may resell the illicitly obtained sensitive information to a secondary market. To make the detection more accurate Natural Language Processing & Machine Learning Technique (SVM algorithm) is used. In this paper, the structure of URL is identified and features are extracted using NLP techniques and svm is trained to perform classification to detect phishing. The experimental results show the solution is effective to detect URL phishing and can be used as plug-in in browsers to filter the phising sites.
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